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Summary
An operational potential is the measure of a usability of a technical object. The operating and
service processes carried out during an exploitation phase change the quantity of the operational
potential enclosed in the object. The operating processes decrease and the service processes
increase this potential. Therefore, during the exploitation phase, the usability of the machine
changes. Describing a process of changes in the operational potential as a time function, it is
possible to determine a moment of time at which the operation process should be stopped and the
service process should be started to avoid disability of the object. This issue is especially
important in the case of a complex, crucial, technical object, because, for such an object, the
moment to start the service process has to be determined several months in advance. In the paper,
a function of the amount of the operational potential enclosed in the object is described. Next, the
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course of the function during the operating and service processes is defined. On the basis of the
described function, the idea of the service activity start time determination is also presented.

1. Introduction
Exploitation can be defined as a sequence of random events, which expresses
changes in an operation point of objects. Therefore, it can be also treated as a
controlled random process of the object’s operational resource consumption –
ZU in range [1, 2]

ZU P ≥ ZU ≥ ZU K

(1)

where: ZU – operational resource of the object,
ZUP – initial value of the object operational resource,
ZUK – final value of the object operational resource.
In the above definition, operational resource means the ability to do useful
work according to the design of the system [1]. Therefore, it is a measure of the
system’s operational ability. Such interpretation is closely linked to the
operational potential definition [3]. So, the operational resource can be treated
as equivalent to the operational potential.
The definition of the exploitation also stated that the system’s state changes
during the technical object exploitation phase. According to [4], an action is
defined as a modification or transformation of a state. So, it can be assumed that
during the exploitation phase, some activities on technical objects are carried
out. Two types of the most important sets of activities carried out on the
machines during their exploitation phase are servicing and operating [5, 6, 7, 8].
An activity is a purposeful, conscious and voluntary human behaviour [9].
Therefore, the basic purpose of activities performed on a technical object has to
be defined. The main purpose of operating a technical object is the realisation of
the tasks for which the technical object has been created. The purpose of the
technical object servicing is to support or restore the object ability state [10].
As previously stated, during operating and service processes, the amount of
operational potential enclosed in the object changes. Therefore, it is necessary
to estimate the moment t, when the operation of the object should be stopped
and the object should be moved to renovation in order to avoid operational
failure.
If we take into consideration a complex, crucial exploitation system, which
is of strategic importance for the national economy, then the system operating
process interruption should be coordinated throughout the country.
Simultaneously, losses caused by stopping the devices due to an emergency that
are components of such a system are much higher than the value of lost
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operational effect [11]. Unscheduled stoppage of the system can bring large
economic, human and social wastes or the risk of those wastes [12]. The
characteristics of the considered class of the technical objects are dangerous and
expansive consequences of damages. The system failure can result in life and
health hazards of site personnel, damage to the system elements or
environmental pollution [13].
The elements of the examined system are characterised by very high
unitary costs. They belong to a group of exploitation materials, which,
according to V. Pareto model [14], are very small in terms of quantity (about
10%) and very large in terms of value (about 70%) [15]. Therefore, times of
storage of these elements, which are necessary for service activities, should be
as short as possible.
Because of the above features of the considered class of exploitation
systems, the starting of the service processes has to be determined several
months in advance, and this estimation should be very accurate. According to
studies that have been the carried out, this moment can be determined on the
basis of amount of an operational potential enclosed in the technical object.
2. Modification of the quantity of the operational potential during
operating processes
During the operating processes, the operational potential of an object is
transformed due to the effects of the exploitation system operation.
Simultaneously, the influence of wear factors decreases the amount of the
operational potential of the object [16]. If the considered operating process is
performed in ∆tu period of time, where t1 is a start time of a process and t2 is its
end time, then a change of the amount of operational potential included in the
object can be expressed according to the following formula:

Pu(t1 ) = Pu(t 2 ) + ∆Pu(c1z (∆tu ), cz2 (∆tu ),K, czi (∆tu ), c1nz (∆tu ), cnz2 (∆tu ),K, cnzj (∆tu )
(2)

where: Pu(t1)
Pu(t2)
∆Pu

c zi (∆t u )

–
–
–
–

amount of the operational potential for time t1,
amount of the operational potential for time t2,
change of the amount of operational potential,
time function of a wear factor no i dependent on the
object operation in a time period ∆tu,

c nzj (∆t u ) – time function of a wear factor no i independent on the
object operation in a time period ∆tu.
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During operating processes, the amount of the operational potential is
decreased. This can be expressed as a compound time function, where inner
functions are defined as time functions of the wear factors. The term
“compound time function” means that the function can be expressed in the form
f(u) where u = φ(t). The considered function can be presented in the form of the
diagram (Fig. 1) where time is an argument of the function and an amount of
operational potential enclosed in the technical object is a value of the function.

Fig. 1. The course of the function of the operational potential consumption during an operation
process
Rys. 1. Przebieg funkcji ubytku potencjału użytkowego w czasie procesu użytkowania

Designations on the diagram are the same as in the Formula 2.
Additionally, the amount of the operational potential enclosed in an object at a
starting moment of an exploitation phase is marked as Pup and a critical amount
of the potential is marked as Pugr. Later in the paper, the value Pup will be
named as an initial value of the operational potential. The critical amount of the
operational potential is equivalent to a lower limit of the availability of an
object, so it is the lowest value for which the system operates safely [17]. The
course of the function of the operational potential consumption is presented on
the diagram in a pictorial way, because, in the case of real industrial processes,
the considered function can be of a different shape. Despite the pictorial
character of the diagram (Fig. 1), it presents the most important limitations of
the function course. The function has to be strictly monotonic and the value of
derivative should increase with time.
The wearing processes of the machines can be reduced to an adequate form
of energy dissipated internally in a construction of a machine [18]. If we assume
that the operational potential is equivalent to a potential of internal dissipation
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of energy then, according to the idea, which treats a machine as a processor of
energy [19], the function of the operational potential consumption has to be not
ascending and must satisfy the following condition:

∀x, x ′ ∈ D ∧ x > x ′ ⇒ f ( x ) ≤ f ( x ′)

(3)

where: D – f(x) function domain.
Additionally, according to an analytical differential equation, which
describes the evolution of power dissipated externally by a processor of energy
[20]:

V (θ ) = V0 (1 −
where: V(θ)
θ
θb
V0

–
–
–
–

θ −1
)
θb

(4)

the power externally dissipated,
the time,
the machine time of life,
the initial value of the power externally dissipated.

near the end of the time of life of the machine, almost all power given on input
is dissipated. Assuming equivalence of the operational potential and the
potential of internal dissipation, a violent increase in the value of the operational
potential function gradient described by the formula

∂Pu
is obtained.
∂t

3. Modification of the amount of operational potential during service
processes
During service processes, necessary exploitation properties of a machine
are restored. The desired effect of service tasks execution is an ability state of a
technical object [3]. The ability state is defined as a state in which a technical
object is able to meet all defined requirements [21]. The change of an operation
point of the object relates to the modification of the amount of operational
potential enclosed in it.
The diagram (Fig. 2) presents the changes in the amount of operational
potential during operating and service processes. The operation process is
performed in a period of time between start time t1 and end time t2. In the case
of the considered class of technical objects, the service process starts at the end
moment of the operating process and go on until t3 time, which is the end time
of the process. The service processes can be realised as regeneration,
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replacement, or modernisation [22]. On the diagram (Fig. 2) at t2 moment of
time, a replacement of an element takes place. Because of that, at this moment,
the amount of the operational potential violently decreases below its critical
value Pugr. Next, the operational potential is restored in the process of the
element installation. It should be noticed that, if the service process is realised
by the replacement, then the amount of the operational potential included in the
object at the end moment of the operation processes (Put2) is lost [23].
The real course of changes in the amount of operational potential in a
period of time <t2, t3> is a function that depends on several factors, e.g. the
amount of manpower, funds, flows and sufficiency of materials and spare parts,
constructional limitations, legal regulations, the range of service activities, and
assumed work consumption of service activities [24, 25, 26].

Fig. 2. The changes in the amount of operational potential during operating
and service processes
Rys. 2. Zmiany ilości potencjału użytkowego w czasie procesu użytkowania i procesu zapewniania
zdatności realizowanego poprzez wymianę

The exact course of the function can be determined on the basis of a detailed
schedule of service activities. The creation of the schedule of service activities
is a complicated optimisation issue [27]. The shape of the function is related to
the solution of the issue. It can be vary depending on the technical object, type
of service activity and the exploitation system. The only characteristic that
should be noticed is that contrary to the <t1, t2> period of time in which the
function of the amount of operational potential is not ascending; however, in
<t2, t3> period of time, this function can be descending (disassembly of
elements), ascending (installation or repair) or constant (preparation of service
activities). Simultaneously, in the case of the considered class of technical
objects, it is not possible to interrupt the service process at a specified moment
from the range <t2, t3) and start its operation [28]. Therefore, changes in the
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amount of the operational potential enclosed in the object during the service
process were approximated by a linear function. In spite of the introduced
approximation, the diagram (Fig. 2) presents an important feature of the
function of the operational potential consumption, which considers a proportion
between values Put1 and Put3. According to the theory of incomplete renovation
[29], the reliability after a renovation can be described by Formula 5 [30].

 R (t + x) 
R3 ( x) = [ R2 ( x)]  2

 R2 (t ) 

1−α

α

(5)

where: R2(x),R3(x) – the function of the object reliability before and after
renovation,
α – the object renovation degree.
This means that, after renovation, the value of the reliability function is
lower than their initial value defined for time t1 and larger than the value defined
for time t2. The difference of the reliability function value comes from the
change in the technical status of the object. Therefore, the results of the
described phenomena can be shown as a diagram of the function of the amount
of operational potential enclosed in the object (Put1 > Put3).
4. Identification of an optimal starting time of the service processes
During the exploitation phase, the operating and service processes take
place on one technical object. They can be performed at the same time or in
sequence. Therefore, in an exploitation system there is an exploitation conflict
between people who are responsible for the operation of the object and the
servicing of the object [31]. This is a situational conflict [32]. The main reason
for it is the dependence of operating and service activities and limited access to
the technical object. To solve the described problem, the operating and service
processes have to be managed together. Total maintenance management is very
important not only because of exploitation conflict. It is also important because
of increasing pressure concerning the effectiveness of the use of technical
resources. Therefore, the total maintenance management is one of the most
important steps to fulfil strategic goals of the exploitation system [33].
Both operating and service processes are described in the paper by the
changes in the amount of the operational potential enclosed in the technical
object. Therefore, the total maintenance management can be performed
analysing the course of the function of the amount of operational potential
during the exploitation phase.
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At the starting moment of the service process, the amount of the
operational potential enclosed in the object is equal to the value Put2 that is
different than Pugr (Fig. 2). If this difference is lower than zero, it means that the
object reached the critical state before starting moment of the service process.
Such a situation is unacceptable in the case of the considered class of the
technical objects. Otherwise, if this difference is higher than zero, it should be
regarded as the amount of the operational potential not transformed into the
effect of the exploitation system operation. This value decreases the quality of
performed exploitation processes. Therefore, in order to estimate an optimal
start time of service processes, it is necessary to determine the course of the
time function of the amount of operational potential. Thanks to the determined
course of the function, the start time of the service processes can be defined as a
time for which the difference Put2 – Pugr is as low as possible and positive (6):

min (Pu t 2 − Pu gr ) > 0

(6)

where: Put2 – the value of the amount of operational potential at the beginning
of service process,
Pugr – the critical value of the amount of operational potential.
The changes in the amount of operational potential enclosed in the object
depend on the intensity of the operating processes. Therefore, the above issue
can be solved by implementation of a universal, mathematical model of the
object operation process. Currently developed analytical models, which describe
the relation between the wearing processes of the elements of machines and the
time functions of wearing factors are employed in the case of technical systems
composed of the elements of similar construction where the influence of the
wearing factors can be described by simple analytical functions. Thus, these
models can not be implemented in the case of compound technical objects. To
obtain acceptable accuracy in the estimation of the operation process dynamic, it
is necessary to implement the model explicating the Formula 2, because the
formula describes in a universal way the functional projection, which
determines the change of the amount of operational potential enclosed in the
object on the basis of the time functions of wearing factors.
Actually, the studies are carried out to solve the problem of specifying the
optimal service processes start time using the model of the control of the
operational potential consumption of complex technical systems.
Conclusions
On the basis of the considerations presented in the paper, the following
conclusions were formulated:
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– During the operating and service processes, the amount of the operational
potential enclosed in the object changes, so it is necessary to determine the
moment of time at which the operating processes should be stopped and the
service processes should be started in order to avoid the damage of the
object.
– The starting moment of the service processes can be determined analysing
the amount of the operational potential enclosed in the object.
– In a time period in which the operating processes are carried out, the time
function of the amount of the operational potential is strictly monotonically
not ascending and is characterised by an increase in the value of the
derivative along a time axis.
– In a time period in which the service processes are carried out, the time
function of the amount of the operational potential can be descending
(disassembly of elements), ascending (installation or repair) or constant
(preparation of service activities).
– In order to estimate an optimal start time of service processes, it is necessary
to determine the course of the time function of the amount of operational
potential and then the starting time of service processes should be estimated
as a time for which the difference between the amount of an operational
potential enclosed in the object and its critical value is as low as possible and
positive.
– Because the changes in the amount of operational potential enclosed in the
object depend on the intensity of the operating processes, the total
maintenance management issue should be solved by the implementation of a
universal, mathematical model of the object operation process.
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Zmiana ilości potencjału użytkowego podczas fazy eksploatacji
złożonego obiektu technicznego

Streszczenie
Potencjał użytkowy jest miarą możliwości użytkowych obiektu technicznego. Przeprowadzane
w czasie fazy eksploatacji procesy użytkowania i zapewnienia zdatności zmieniają ilość potencjału
użytkowego zawartego w obiekcie. Procesy użytkowe zmniejszają, a procesy zapewnienia
zdatności zwiększają ilość potencjału użytkowego w obiekcie. W związku z tym w trakcie fazy
eksploatacji zmienia się przydatność maszyny do wypełniania stawianych jej zadań.
Odwzorowując proces zmian ilości potencjału użytkowego w czasie uzyskuje się możliwość
określenia momentu, w którym należy zakończyć proces użytkowania i przekazać obiekt
techniczny do odnowy w celu niedopuszczenia do osiągnięcia przez obiekt stanu niezdatności.
Zagadnienie to nabiera szczególnego znaczenia w przypadku złożonego krytycznego obiektu
technicznego, dla którego moment przekazania do obsługi musi być planowany z wyprzedzeniem
wielu miesięcy. W pracy określono przebieg funkcji zmiany ilości potencjału użytkowego w czasie
trwania procesów użytkowania i zapewnienia zdatności. Przeprowadzono dyskusję przebiegu
zmienności określonej funkcji oraz zaproponowano sposób wyznaczenia momentu przekazania
obiektu do odnowy.

